Pre-Report race 1 Swisttal 2015 - “1A Slotpiste”
Only two more weeks and the newborn “LMP-Pro-Series” will start its first season at the fabulous “Spa” track in Swisttal.
We are very exited to welcome over 20 teams (and over 60 drivers) to this race.
This truely is a win just before the race has been started!
Thanks to all the participating teams for your trust. We promise to do everything in our power to make this event as great as possible.
And we will keep on improving if there are lacks in any section.
Let`s have a closer look now on the track and the teams:
The “Spa” track is well known by many slotracing enthusiasts, national and international. The track owner Jürgen Landsberg has
bought this track a few years ago and together with the help of many clubrace drivers built this outstanding track and periphery.
The hosting club “1A-Slotpiste” has a nearly perfect infrastructure with parking lot, bistro and enough workspace for every team.
We cleaned the track and rubbed off the sponge from almost 2 years to get this track in a perfect condition.
Racing this track with LMPs will be an outstanding experience for every driver!
During the last days many teams show pictures of their cars under construction in our facebook group.
(https://www.facebook.com/groups/689472874502418/)
For all without Facebook you find now some of this pictures in our Picasa (https://picasaweb.google.com/101875146379915280378)

Practice and Liveticker
For the race have a look to the standard timetable on our homepage.
Friday free practice starts 3.30pm and ends 8.00pm.
On Thursday practice is possible during the normal racecenter times 5.00-11:00pm.
We will report live from Thursday till Sunday via Twitter (https://twitter.com/LMP_Pro_Series)

Short imagination of the competing teams
„When the flag drops, the bullshit stops“ - We appologize in advance if some teams feel badly rated. :-)))
The look into the glass ball could become more concrete after the first race!
Teamname

Driver
Holger Schuth

Slotracing
Mülheim

Johannes Rhode
Michael Hüsselmann

Body self laminated, own Chassis with basis
“DoSlot OBG”. Are new to the “Spa” track, their
goal is to get experience here.
But as the hosts of race two they could be the
team to beat there...

Hendrik Behrens

Fola Osu
SG Stern Slotfabrik

Joachim Metzler
Heiko Mentrup

Fola is co-organizer of the “DTSW Süd”, self
laminated body and own chassis. Very
experienced team, should be able to play in the
top 6.

Ralf Seif
Jäger Team

Yannick Horn
Joachim Welsch

Martin Bartelmes
Dr. Slot

André Bartelmes
Michael Ulbrich

Patrick Swinnen
SRCS -DEPHI
Patrick Huegens

TECHNIPLAST DEPHI

André Colson
Philippe Destrée

Joachim as co-organizer of the
“LMP-Pro-Series” with very fast teammates and
for sure a fast and nicely built car.
Aspirant for podium!

Same car as “Jäger Team” but perhaps with
different chassis. Nevertheless they could
benefit from each other driving the same car
and testing/ preparing at Trier.
Could be a Top 10 aspirant

Driving the “Bel-LMS” they are not new to the
theme and could show a good performance.
One of 4 Belgian teams to run the Audi R10.

Where able to kill the “perfect season” for “D&G”
when taking the victory of the last “Bel-LMS”
race in 2014.
For sure somewhere in front!

Rüdiger Kress
Slotattack

Stefan Kuhn

Not participating.

Marcel Kuhn

Marcus Hasse
Rhein-ErftRacing

Michael Moes
Jörg Lewandrowski

Gerd van de Wiel
P³R-T

Christian Hillebrand
Peter Schreppel

LRD
International

Gerd Schumacher
Martijn de Kanter

Very sympathical team. We are glad to see
back at the track.
Self laminated body by Marcus.
Will race a “LRD” or “DoSlot” chassis and
should be able to fight in the fastest group.

Also a very sympathical team, Christian from
south germany, Gerd aka Konsul from the north
and Peter, decided to racing the Audi R15,
what a long wheelbase :-)).

Not less sympathical, very creative and a team
to beat especially on their hometrack “Spa”.
Will race the Porsche 919... or even the Nissan
GT-R LMP out of competition!?

Sebastian Nockemann
Plastikquäler

Marco Wesseling
Thomas Nötzel

Cédric Gridelet
Team
Hobby 2000 by Didier Ronvaux
D&G
Gilles Dohogne

Didier Awouters
Slot 400
Jean-Christophe Job

Gorm Norgaard
Woodslot
Soren Thomsen

PQ-chief Sebastian paired with two ultraskilled
drivers, and therefore the team to beat on the
way to a race win.
“Joker” Body and “DoSlot MyPrototype”
Chassis... what else??

Came up a few years ago and within one
season they concreted to permanent victory
aspirants.
The third Belgian team racing Audi R10.
Podium- or even victory aspirant for the hole
season.

The 4th team racing the Audi R10 and also
experienced in the “Bel-LMS”.
Difficult to predictably but sure even fast on the
track.

Not participating at the first race.
We hope to see you in Mülheim for the second
race.

Dirk Baele
Sloefspeed

Gregory Albrecht
Björn van Campenhout

Very experienced team, also in “Bel-LMS”.
Can bring a great performance.
Racing a “DoSlot MyPrototype”, perhaps with
own add-ons?

Bob Clark
Jan Schmitt
Nighthawks

Matze Herrrero
Connie Soika
(Uwe Fortner)

Frank Biela
RLR
Peter Juchem

SCHNURA
RACING

Axel Schnura
Horst Neidl

Bob is one of the most creative chassis
constructors in the scene. We are looking
forward to see what he might bring to Swisttal.
One of the teams we need to keep this hobby
away from remaining static.

Le Mans Legend meets Slot Legend :-)
Frank Biela and Peter Juchem aka Commander
put together and one have all ingredients to fight
for the podium. Everything crafted inhouse

Having competitive bike and motorsport parts as
daily work, Axel Schnura sure will close up
constructive within a short time to the top teams.

Pierre Bernard
SRCB P&R
Robert Massart

Need more
speed

Marcel Czibulinski
Hartmut Bohn

Daniel Waxweiler
WC Racing
Ronny Christen

Another experienced team from “Bel-LMS”, but
where is the Audi R10?? ;-)
For sure so fast as the other Belgian teams.

Marcel as one part behind the “Joker” bodies,
reinforced by the driver skills from Hartmut
Bohn.
Cool team, racing certainly “Joker” Body and
“DoSlot” chassis.

Daniel and Ronny from Trier/ Luxemburg.
Until know they drive primary around Trier and
in “GT-Trier” raceclass.
After the first race we know more.

Marc Trausch
Gentlemen
Drivers

Jacques Wengler
Aly Trausch
Dietmar Gerard

Name is program, very nice guys. We are happy
to have them here. They will enjoy the weekend
and for sure can be top 10 aspirant.

Konstantin Müller
Plastikquäler 2
Kai-Ole Stracke

Youngster team. The choosen ones to bring
“PQ” in the next generation?? :-)
Goal is to learn and step up slow and steady,
support comes from Sebastian

Jürgen Landsberg
Fred Szyra
1A-Slotpiste
Christian Letzner
Peter Reichmann

“Spa”-track owner and host of the first race.
Decided late to participate due to missing
teammates. Now happily complete and looking
forward to a nice racing weekend!

